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a b s t r a c t
Assume that each vertex of a graph G is the possible location for an ‘‘intruder’’ such as
a thief, or a saboteur, a fire in a facility or some possible processor fault in a computer
network. A device at a vertex v is assumed to be able to detect the intruder at any vertex in
its closed neighborhood N[v] and to identify at which vertex in N[v] the intruder is located.
One must then have a dominating set S ⊆ V (G), a set with ∪v∈S N[v] = V (G), to be
able to identify any intruder’s location. If any one device can fail to detect the intruder,
then one needs a double-dominating set. This paper considers liar’s dominating sets, sets
that can identify an intruder’s location even when any one device in the neighborhood
of the intruder vertex can lie, that is, any one device in the neighborhood of the intruder
vertex canmisidentify any vertex in its closed neighborhood as the intruder location. Liar’s
dominating sets lie between double dominating sets and triple dominating sets because
every triple dominating set is a liar’s dominating set, and every liar’s dominating set must
double dominate.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Liar’s dominating sets were introduced in [11] as follows. A graph G = (V (G), E(G)) might be used to model a facility
with each vertex in V (G) representing an area of the facility such as a room, hallway or ventilation duct. Likewise, graph
Gmight represent a computer network where each vertex v ∈ V (G) represents a processor. Edges of G could link vertices
representing adjacent areas of the facility or processors with direct links. A facility area or a processor will be identified with
the vertex that represents it.
Facilities are subject to having an ‘‘intruder’’ such as a thief, saboteur or fire that must be detected and have its location
precisely identified. Similarly, in amultiprocessor system a faulty processor (herein also called an intruder) must be located.
In general, it is assumed here that the possible locations for the intruder are all of the vertices in V (G). The neighborhood
of a vertex v ∈ V (G) is the set of vertices adjacent to it, N(v) = {x ∈ V (G) : vx ∈ E(G)}, and the closed neighborhood is
N[v] = N(v)∪{v}. It is assumed that a protection device placed at a vertex v can detect the presence of an intruder precisely
when the intruder is in N[v]. When a protection device at vertex v can distinguish between there being an intruder at v or
at a vertex in N(v), but which vertex in N(v) cannot be pinpointed, then one is interested in having a locating-dominating
set. Locating sets were introduced in Slater [7] and subsequently by Harary and Melter [2] where they were called metric
bases. The concepts of locating and dominating were merged in [8,9]. When only the presence of an intruder in N[v] can
be detected, with no information as to which vertex in N[v] contains the intruder, one is interested in identifying-codes
as introduced in [5]. Fault-tolerant locating-dominating sets are considered in [10]. A bibliography of papers concerned
with identifying codes and locating-dominating sets maintained by A. Lobstein currently contains over 140 references (see
http://infres.enst.fr/~lobstein/debutBIBidetlocdom.pdf).
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In this paper a protectiondevice at vertexv is assumed to be able to detect an intruder at any vertex inN[v] and,moreover,
to be able to precisely identify at which vertex in N[v] the intruder is located. Thus, a set D ⊆ V (G) chosen to be the set
of locations for protection devices will be able to locate any intruder location if and only if D is a dominating set, that is,
∪w∈D N[w] = V (G). The minimum cardinality of a dominating set for G is denoted by γ (G). See Haynes, Hedetniemi and
Slater [3,4].
Each protection device actually has two functions. First is to correctly detect the presence of an intruder, and second
is to accurately report the correct location. Assume we desire to have some fault-tolerance. Specifically, assume we must
allow for any one protection device to be faulty. If a device might fail to detect the presence of an intruder that is actually in
its closed neighborhood, then the set D of locations for the protection devices will be a single-fault-tolerant set if and only
if it is a double-dominating set, that is, |N[x] ∩ D| ≥ 2 for every x ∈ V (G). As defined by Harary and Haynes [1], vertex
set D ⊆ V (G) is a k-tuple dominating set if |N[x] ∩ D| ≥ k for every x ∈ V (G), and the minimum cardinality of a k-tuple
dominating set for G is denoted by γxk(G). A 2-tuple dominating set is also called a double dominating set, and γx2(G) is also
denoted by dd(G). Obviously, a 3-tuple dominating set is also called a triple dominating set.
This paper considers liar’s dominating sets for which it is assumed that any one protection device in the neighborhood
of the intruder vertex might (deliberately) misreport the location of an intruder in its closed neighborhood. That is, what is
sought is a single-fault-tolerant protection-placement set where a device’s fault could be in correctly reporting the location.
A dominating set D ⊆ V (G) is a liar’s dominating set if for any designated vertex x ∈ V (G) (namely, the intruder
location) if all or all but one of the vertices in N[x] ∩ D report vertex x, and at most one vertex w in N[x] ∩ D either reports
a vertex y ∈ N[w] − {x} or fails to report any vertex, then the vertex x can be correctly identified as the designated vertex.
That is, if an intruder is at any vertex x then the protection devices outside N[x] are assumed to not report any intruder, one
vertex w ∈ N[x] ∩ D can report nothing or any vertex in N[w] as the intruder location, every other element of N[x] ∩ D
will correctly report location x, and x will be identifiable. Note that every superset of a liar’s dominating set is also a liar’s
dominating set. The minimum cardinality of a liar’s dominating set for graph G, the liar’s domination number of G, will be
denoted by γLR(G). Note that it is assumed that all protection devices can detect correctly and there will be at most a single
fault in the reporting.
In general, for any vertex set L ⊆ V (G), we will say that vertex x is LR-dominated by L if L can correctly identify x as a
designated vertex.
For S ⊆ V (G) let 〈S〉 be the subgraph generated by S. If L ⊆ V (G) and 〈L〉 has an isolated vertex x, then vertex x would
not be LR-dominated by L because the protection device at x could simply lie and report there to be no intruder in N[x]. If
〈L〉 has a component with exactly two vertices x and y, then x and y are not LR-dominated because, for example, device x
could report y as the intruder location while device y reports x, and one could not distinguish the liar.
Theorem 1 ([11]). If L ⊆ V (G) is a liar’s dominating set then each component of 〈L〉 contains at least three vertices.
Henceforth, it is assumed that each component of G has order at least three.
Theorem 2 ([11]). For every connected graph G of order n ≥ 3 we have γx2(G) ≤ γLR(G), and, if G has minimum degree
δ(G) ≥ 2, then γx2(G) ≤ γLR(G) ≤ γx3(G).
The next theorem gives necessary and sufficient conditions for L ⊆ V (G) to be a liar’s dominating set.
Theorem 3 ([11]). Vertex set L ⊆ V (G) is a liar’s dominating set if and only if (1) L double dominates every v ∈ V (G) and (2) for
every pair u, v of distinct vertices we have |(N[u] ∪ N[v]) ∩ L| ≥ 3.
Corollary 4. For complete graph Kn with n ≥ 3, γLR(Kn) = 3.
Theorem 5. For complete bipartite graph Ka,b with 1 ≤ a ≤ b we have γLR(K1,n−1) = n, γLR(K2,b) = b + 1, and if 3 ≤ a ≤ b
then γLR(Ka,b) = min{a+ 1, 6}.
Proof. Because every γLR(G)-set is double dominating, γLR(K1,n−1) = γx2(K1,n−1) = n. Let S1 and S2 be the independent
partite sets of order a and b, respectively. For K2,b by condition (2) of Theorem 3 for γLR(K2,b)-set Lwe must have |L ∩ S2| ≥
b− 1. If |L ∩ S2| = b− 1 then we need both vertices of S1 to be in L to dominate the vertex of S2 not in L, so |L| = b+ 1 and
such an L is LR-dominating. If |L∩ S2| = b then Lmust contain one of the vertices in S1 to double dominate each x ∈ S2, and
such an L of order b+ 1 is LR-dominating by Theorem 3. Hence, γLR(K2,b) = b+ 1.
Let S1 = {u1, u2, . . . , ua} and S2 = {v1, v2, . . . , vb}. For a = 3, L = {u1, u2, u3, v1} is LR-dominating by Theorem 3, so
γLR(K3,b) ≤ 4. Suppose L ⊆ V (K3,b) and |L| ≤ 3. If L = S1 then L does not double dominate each ui; if |L ∩ S1| = 2 then L
does not double dominate the vertex of S1 not in L; and if |L∩ S1| ≤ 1 then at least one vertex in S2 is not double dominated.
Hence γLR(K3,b) = 4.
For a = 4, L = {u1, u2, u3, u4, v1} is LR-dominating by Theorem 3, so γLR(K4,b) ≤ 5. Suppose L ⊆ V (K4,b) and |L| ≤ 4.
If |L ∩ S1| 6= 2 then L is not double dominating. If, for example, L = {u1, u2, v1, v2}, then the pair u3 and u4 are not triple
dominated, |(N[u3] ∪ N[u4]) ∩ L| < 3. Hence, γLR(K4,b) = 5.
Assume a ≥ 5. Because {u1, u2, u3, v1, v2, v3} is LR-dominating, γLR(Ka,b) ≤ 6. Suppose L ⊆ V (Ka,b) and |L| ≤ 5. We can
assume that L = {u1, u2, . . . , ui, v1, . . . , v5−i}. If i = 4 or 5, then u5 is not double dominated. If i = 0 or 1, then v5 is not
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Fig. 1. Construction of G3 from H1 = C12 .
double dominated. If i = 3, then the pair u4 and u5 is not triple dominated. If i = 2, then the pair v4 and v5 is not triple
dominated. Hence, for a ≥ 5 we have γLR(Ka,b) = 6. 
In Section 2 we consider a bound for γLR(G) based on the maximum degree ∆(G), and we present infinite families of
graphs that are∆(G) = r-regular and achieve this bound. In Section 3 we consider trees and note that for a tree T of order
n we have (3/4)(n + 1) ≤ γLR(T ) ≤ n. We present constructive characterizations of the families of trees achieving the
extremal values. We show that L ⊆ V (T ) is LR-dominating if and only if L is double dominating and every component of 〈L〉
has order at least three. In Section 4 we show that deciding if γLR(G) ≤ K is an NP-complete problem.
2. A degree bound
In this section we present families of graphs that achieve the bound in the following theorem.
Theorem 6 ([11]). If graph G of order n = |V (G)| has maximum degree ∆(G) = r (in particular, if G is regular of degree r),
then γLR(G) ≥ (6/(3r + 2))n.
Theorem 7. For every r ≥ 2 there exists a graph Gr with |V (Gr)| = n such that γLR(Gr) = [6/(3r + 2)]n.
Proof. First consider r = 2. Let G2 = C12. Let V (G2) = {v1, v2, v3, v4, v5, v6, v7, v8, v9, v10, v11, v12} and L = V (G2) −
{v4, v8, v12}. Thus, |L| = 9 = (3/4)(12) = (6/(3r + 2))n. Clearly, every vertex in G2 is double dominated by L and every
pair of vertices in G2 is triple dominated by L. Thus, by Theorem 3, L is a liar’s dominating set.
To illustrate the general construction consider r = 3. Begin with H1 = C12. Let L = V (C12) = {v1, v2, v3, . . . , v12}.
Add any matching to H1 to make a 3-regular graph H2, for example, the first graph in Fig. 1. Next create H3 from H2 by
subdividing the 10 edges that are not thick. Now |V (H3)| = 22, |L| = 12 = (6/(3(3)+ 2)) ∗ (22), and 〈L〉 is four P3’s. Next
make 〈V (H3) − L〉 1-regular to obtain G3, for example, as in the second graph in Fig. 1. Notice that each v ∈ V (G3) − L is
adjacent to a unique pair of vertices in L. Thus, each v ∈ V (G3) − L is double dominated by L and for u, v ∈ V (G3) − L
we have |(N[u] ∪ N[v]) ∩ L| ≥ 3. It is easy to see that each u ∈ L is double dominated by L and for u, v ∈ L we have
|(N[u] ∪N[v])∩ L| ≥ 3. Likewise for v ∈ L and u ∈ V (G3)− L, clearly we have |(N[u] ∪N[v])∩ L| ≥ 3. Thus, every vertex in
G3 is double dominated and every pair of vertices in G3 is triple dominated. Thus, by Theorem 3, L is a liar’s dominating set.
Next consider r > 3. Let k ≥ (r + 1)/12. Begin with H1 = C12k. Let L = V (C12k). Next add edges to make an
r-regular graph H2. Thus, H2 now has (12k) ∗ r/2 = 6kr edges. Next subdivide all 6kr edges except for the 8k edges
v1v2, v2v3, v4v5, v5v6, . . . , v3t+1,3t+2, v3t+2v3t+3, . . . , v12k−2v12k−1, v12k−1v12k to create graph H3. Now |V (H3)| = 12k +
(6kr− 8k) = 2k(3r+ 2) = n and |L| = 12k = (6/(3r+ 2))n and 〈L〉 is 4k P3’s. Next add edges to H3 to make 〈V (H3)− L〉 an






− 8k ≥ 6kr − 8k. So there are enough pairs of vertices in L excluding the aforementioned 8k pairs to allow
each of 6kr − 8k new vertices to be adjacent to a unique pair of vertices in L. Call this resulting graph Gr . Notice that, in
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fact, each v ∈ V (Gr) − L is adjacent to a unique pair of vertices in L. Thus, each v ∈ V (Gr) − L is double dominated by L,
and for u, v ∈ V (Gr) − L we have |(N[u] ∪ N[v]) ∩ L| ≥ 3. Also each u ∈ L is double dominated by L. Consider {u, v} ⊆ L.
If u and v are in different components of 〈L〉 then |(N[u] ∪ N[v]) ∩ L| ≥ 4. If u and v are in the same component of 〈L〉
then |(N[u] ∪ N[v]) ∩ L| = 3. Consider u ∈ L and v ∈ Gr − L. If u is the center vertex in a P3 component of 〈L〉, then
|N[u] ∩ L| = 3. Thus, |(N[u] ∪ N[v]) ∩ L| ≥ 3. If u is an endpoint vertex in a P3 component of 〈L〉, then |N[u] ∩ L| = 2. Since
there are no induced C3’s in Gr and v is double dominated by L, there exists a w ∈ L such that w ∈ (N[v] − N[u]). Hence,
|(N[u] ∪ N[v]) ∩ L| ≥ 3. Thus, every vertex in Gr is double dominated and every pair of vertices in Gr is triple dominated.
Thus, by Theorem 3, L is a liar’s dominating set. 
3. Trees
In this section we consider trees. We first note that any liar’s dominating set for a tree of order n contains more than
(3/4)n vertices.
Theorem 8 ([11]). For a tree T of order n, (3/4)(n+ 1) ≤ γLR(T ) ≤ n.
Note that if L ⊆ V (T ) is a liar’s dominating set for tree T , then L double dominates each vertex so L contains every
endpoint and every support vertex. Also, by Theorem 3, every component of 〈L〉 has order at least three, so if T − v has a
component of order two then v ∈ L. These necessary conditions for L to be liar’s dominating are also sufficient for a tree.
Theorem 9. A vertex set L ⊆ V (G) for a graph Gwith girth g(G) ≥ 5 is a liar’s dominating set if and only if L is double dominating
and each component of 〈L〉 has order at least three.
Proof. Double domination and component size at least three are necessary conditions for a liar’s dominating set in any
graph. For the converse it suffices to show that every pair of vertices u and v is triple dominated. Note that if uv 6∈ E(G)
then |N[u] ∩ N[v]| ≤ 1 because g(G) ≥ 5. In this case we have |N[u] ∩ L| ≥ 2 and |N[v] ∩ L| ≥ 2. It follows that
|(N[u] ∪ N[v])∩ L| ≥ 3. Assume uv ∈ E(G). First, if{u, v} ⊆ L then the size of any component of 〈L〉 is at least three implies
that |(N[u] ∪ N[v]) ∩ L| ≥ 3. Second, we can assume u 6∈ L. Then |N[u] ∩ L| ≥ 2 and g(G) ≥ 5 imply that there is a vertex
x ∈ N[u] ∩ Lwith x 6∈ N[v]. Because |N[v] ∩ L| ≥ 2, we have |(N[u] ∪ N[v]) ∩ L| ≥ 3, completing the proof. 
Corollary 10. For tree T of order n ≥ 3, vertex set L ⊆ V (T ) is a liar’s dominating set if and only if L is double dominating and
each component of 〈L〉 has order at least three.
Corollary 11. For path Pn of order n ≥ 3, γLR(Pn) = d(3/4)(n+ 1)e and γLR(Pn) = (3/4)(n+ 1) if and only if n = 4k+ 3.
Trees that achieve the upper bound in Theorem 8 are characterized in [11].We next consider trees that achieve the lower
bound of (3/4)(n+ 1).
Lemma 12. For a tree T of order n ≥ 3, if γLR(T ) = (3/4)(n + 1) and L ⊆ V (T ) is a γLR(T )-set, then V (T ) − L is an
independent set.
Proof. Assume this is not the case, and let u and v be adjacent vertices that are in V (T )− L. Let T1 and T2 be the components
when we delete edge uv with |V (T1)| = n1 and |V (T2)| = n2 and n = n1 + n2. Let Li = L ∩ V (Ti) for i = 1, 2. Clearly Li is a
X(2, 3)-set for Ti, so |L| = |L1|+ |L2| ≥ (3/4)(n1+1)+ (3/4)(n2+1) = (3/4)(n1+ n2)+ (6/4) = (3/4)(n+1)+ (3/4) >
(3/4)(n+ 1), a contradiction. 
Tree T31 in Fig. 2 illustrates how to obtain an infinite family F of trees T with γLR(T ) = (3/4)(|V (T )| + 1).
Namely, let P3 ∈ F with V (P3) = {v1, v2, v3} and E(P3) = {v1v2, v2v3}. Given any T ∈ F where V (T ) =
{v1, v2, . . . , v4k−1}, let T ∗ be the tree obtained from T by adding vertices v4k, v4k+1, v4k+2 and v4k+3, and adding edges
v4k+1v4k+2 and v4k+2v4k+3, adding exactly one of the two edges v4kv4k+1 and v4kv4k+2, and adding a final edge v4kvi where
i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, . . . , v4k−7, v4k−6, v4k−5, v4k−3, v4k−2, v4k−1}. Let T ∗ ∈ F . When edge v4kv4k+1 is
used we say T ∗ is obtained from T by a P4-operation, and for v4kv4k+2 we call it a star-operation.
Theorem 13. Let T be a tree of order n ≥ 3. Then γLR(T ) = (3/4)(n+ 1) if and only if T ∈ F .
Proof. The only tree of order n = 3 is P3, and γLR(P3) = 3 and P3 ∈ F by definition. By inspection one can verify that the
only trees T of order 7 with γLR(T ) = 6 are the three shown in Fig. 3, and each of these is easily seen to be in F .
For T ∗ ∈ F with |V (T ∗)| = 4k+3, let L = {v1, v2, v3, v5, v6, v7, v9, . . . , v4k−5, v4k−3, v4k−2, v4k−1, v4k+1, v4k+2, v4k+3} =
{vi : i = 1, 2, 3(mod4)}. By Corollary 10, L is liar’s dominating and |L| = (3/4)(n + 1). So, T ∈ F implies that
γLR(T ) = (3/4)(n+ 1) by Theorem 8.
For the converse, to show that γLR(T ) = (3/4)(n+ 1) implies that T ∈ F we proceed by induction. From the above, the
result is true for n = 3 and 7. Assume n = 4k+ 3 ≥ 11 and γLR(T ) = (3/4)(n+ 1).
If T has diameter two or three then γLR(T ) = n 6= (3/4)(n + 1) since n ≥ 11. Suppose T has diameter four
and let v be the (unique) vertex of eccentricity two. Every vertex u ∈ T − v is an endpoint or a support vertex, so
γLR(T ) = (3/4)(n+ 1) ≥ n− 1. But this implies n = 3 or 7. Hence, letting x1, x2, . . . , xt be a diametric path we have t ≥ 6.
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Fig. 2. γLR(T31) = 24 = (3/4)(n+ 1).
Fig. 3. Trees T of order seven with γLR(T ) = 6.
Let L ⊆ V (T ) be a γLR(T )-set.
Assume deg(x2) > 3. Then v ∈ N(x2) − x3 implies deg(v) = 1 and v ∈ L. Also, since x2 is a support vertex we
have x2 ∈ L. It follows that a vertex set S ⊆ V (T ) is a γLR(T )-set if and only if S − x1 is a γLR(T − x1)-set. Hence,
γLR(T ) = γLR(T − x1)+ 1 ≥ (3/4)((n− 1)+ 1)+ 1 = (3/4)n+ 1 > (3/4)(n+ 1), a contradiction. Thus, deg(x2) ≤ 3.
For Case 1, let deg(x2) = 3. Let N(x2) = {x1, x3, x′1}. We know that {x1, x2, x′1} ⊆ L since they are either endpoints or
support vertices. First, if x3 ∈ L let T ′ = T−x′1. Then it is easily seen that L′ = L−x1 double dominates T ′. Also, because L triple
dominates any pair of vertices in T and L′ triple dominates x2, L′ triple dominates any pair of vertices in T ′. Then L′ = L−x1 is
an LR-dominating set of T ′, and so γLR(T ′) ≤ γLR(T )−1. By Theorem8 applied to T ′wehave γLR(T ) ≥ (3/4)((n−1)+1)+1 >
(3/4)(n+1), a contradiction. Next if x3 6∈ L then, by Lemma 12, x4 ∈ L. If deg(x3) ≥ 3 then each neighbor of x3, excluding x2
and x4, is a support vertex for two endpoints. Let T ′ = T −{x1, x2, x′1} and L′ = L−{x1, x2, x′1}. Notice that L′ is a γLR(T ′)- set.
Hence γLR(T ) = γLR(T ′)+3. Thus, γLR(T ) ≥ (3/4)((n−3)+1)+3 = (3/4)(n+1)+ (3/4) > (3/4)(n+1), a contradiction.
If deg(x3) = 2 let T ′ = T − {x1, x2, x3, x′1} and L′ = L− {x1, x2, x′1}. Then, by Theorem 3, L′ is an LR-dominating set of T ′ and
so γLR(T ′) ≤ γLR(T ) − 3. If γLR(T ′) < γLR(T )− 3, then, by Theorem 8, γLR(T ) > (3/4)((n− 4)+ 1) + 3 = (3/4)(n+ 1), a
contradiction. Thus, γLR(T ′) = γLR(T )− 3 and hence L′ is a γLR(T ′)-set. It follows that γLR(T ′) = (3/4)(|V (T ′)| + 1), and, by
induction, T ′ ∈ F . Now T can be formed by performing a star operation to T ′, and so T ∈ F .
For Case 2, let deg(x2) = 2. We know that {x1, x2, x3} ⊆ L since x1 is an endpoint, x2 is a support vertex, and every
component of L has size at least 3. If deg(x3) ≥ 3 then let T ′ = T − x1 and L′ = L − x1. Note that all descendants of x3
are in L. Notice that L′ is a γLR(T ′)-set, so γLR(T ) = γLR(T ′) + 1. Thus, γLR(T ) ≥ (3/4)((n − 1) + 1) + 1 > (3/4)(n + 1), a
contradiction. If deg(x3) = 2 and x4 6∈ L then by Lemma 12 we have x5 ∈ L. If deg(x4) ≥ 3 with x′3 ∈ N[x4] then x′3 ∈ L,
by Lemma 12. Also all descendants of x′3 are in L. Now let T ′ = T − {x1, x2, x3} and L′ = L − {x1, x2, x3}. Notice that L′
is a γLR(T ′)-set, so γLR(T ) = γLR(T ′) + 3. Thus, γLR(T ) ≥ ((3/4)(n − 3) + 1) + 3 > (3/4)(n + 1), a contradiction. If
deg(x4) = 2 let T ′ = T − {x1, x2, x3, x4} and L′ = L− {x1, x2, x3}. Notice that L′ is a γLR(T ′)-set. Hence L′ is a γLR(T ′)-set and
γLR(T ) = γLR(T ′)+3. Thus, γLR(T ′) = γLR(T )−3 = (3/4)(n+1)−3 = (3/4)((n−4)+1), and γLR(T ′) = (3/4)(|V (T ′)+1),
so by induction T ′ ∈ F . Now T can be formed by performing a P4-operation to T ′, so T ∈ F . 
4. Complexity
Recall that, by Theorem 3, L ⊆ V (G) is a liar’s dominating set if and only if L double dominates each vertex and triple
dominates each pair of vertices, so we will also call a liar’s dominating set a X(2, 3)(G)-set. So an alternate notation for
γLR(G) is γx(2,3)(G).
In general, given a sequence of nonnegative integers (c1, c2, . . . , ct) with 0 ≤ c1 ≤ c2 ≤ · · · ≤ ct and ct ≥ 1, a
set D ⊆ V (G) is a X(c1, c2, . . . , ct)-dominating set if for 1 ≤ i ≤ t every S ⊆ V (G) with |S| = i has |N[S] ∩ D| ≥ ci.
The minimum cardinality of a X(c1, c2, . . . , ct)-dominating set is called the X(c1, c2, . . . , ct)-domination number, and it is
denoted by γx(c1,c2,...,ct )(G). We have these general set-sequence parameters under study.
Here we show that the decision problem associated with each γx(c1,c2) with 0 ≤ c1 ≤ c2 and c2 ≥ 1 is NP-complete. In
particular, the Liar’s Dominating Set decision problem is NP-complete. Determining the liar’s domination number of a graph
can be cast as a decision problem as follows:
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LIAR’S DOMINATING SET (LR-DOM)
Instance: Graph H = (V (H), E(H)), positive integer J ≤ |V (H)|
Question: Does there exist a liar’s dominating set L for H such that |L| ≤ J?
(That is, is γLR(H) ≤ J?)
In general, determining the X(c1, c2)-domination number of a graph can be cast as a decision problem as follows:
SET-SEQUENCE X(c1, c2) DOMINATION (X(c1, c2)-DOM)
Instance: Graph H = (V (H), E(H)), positive integer J ≤ |V (H)|
Question: Does there exist a X(c1, c2)-dominating set L for H such that |L| ≤ J?
(That is, is γx(c1,c2)(H) ≤ J?)
X(c1, c2)-DOM can be shown to be NP-complete by reducing the known NP-complete dominating set problem to it.
DOMINATING SET (DOM)
Instance: Graph G = (V (G), E(G)), positive integer K ≤ |V (G)|
Question: Does there exist a dominating set D for G such that |D| ≤ K?
(That is, is γ (G) ≤ K?)
Theorem 14. SET-SEQUENCE X(c1, c2)-DOM is NP-complete even when H is restricted to be bipartite.
Proof. From the definition of a X(c1, c2)-dominating set it is easy to see that SET SEQUENCE X(c1, c2)-DOM is in NP. Notice
that for any positive integer k ≥ 1, a X(k, k)-dominating set is precisely a k-tuple dominating set and γx(k,k)(G) = γxk(G).
The k-tuple domination decision problem has been shown to be NP-complete even for split and bipartite graphs by Liao and
Chang [6]. For completeness we will include a proof for the X(k, k)-DOM decision problem in Case 1.
For Case 1, let c1 = c2 = k with k ≥ 2. Given an instance of DOM, a graph G = (V (G), E(G)) where V (G) =
{v1, v2, . . . , vn} and K ∈ Z+, K ≤ |V (G)|, constructH as follows: V (H) = ∪ni=1(Xi∪Wi)∪V (G)where Xi = {x1i , x2i , . . . , xk−1i }
andWi = {w1i , w2i , . . . , wki } and E(H) = {vixji|1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ k−1}∪{xjiwli|1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ k−1, 1 ≤ l ≤ k}∪E(G).
Let J = K + (2k − 1)n. We will show that γ (G) ≤ K if and only if γx(k,k)(H) ≤ J . First assume that D ⊆ V (G) is a γ (G)-set
with |D| ≤ K . Let S = ∪ni=1(Xi ∪Wi) ∪ D. Notice that S dominates each vi by some vertex in D and the k− 1 vertices of Xi, S
dominates each xi by xi and the k vertices inWi, and S dominates eachwi bywi and the k−1 vertices in Xi. Hence each vertex
in V (H) is dominated at least k times by S. Thus, each pair is also dominated at least k times by S making S a X(k, k)-set for
H . So γx(k,k)(H) ≤ |S| = |D| + (2k− 1)n ≤ K + (2k− 1)n = J . Second assume S ⊆ V (H) is a γx(k,k)(H)-set with |S| ≤ J . Let
D = S − ∪ni=1(Xi ∪Wi). Since |N[wji]| = |Xi ∪ {wji}| = k for each wji then Xi ∪Wi ⊆ S for each i. Thus, each vi is dominated
by the k− 1 vertices of Xi ⊆ S. Hence each vi must be dominated by some vertex in S − ∪ni=1(Xi ∪Wi). Hence D dominates
V (G). So γ (G) ≤ |D| = |S| − | ∪ni=1(Xi ∪Wi)| ≤ J − (2k− 1)n = K .
For Case 2, let c1 = k and c2 = h with h ≥ 3 and 0 ≤ k ≤ h − 1. Given an instance of DOM, a graph G = (V (G), E(G))
where V (G) = {v1, v2, . . . , vn} and K ∈ Z+, K ≤ |V (G)|, construct H as follows: V (H) = ∪ni=1(Xi ∪ Wi) ∪ V (G) where
Xi = {x1i , x2i , . . . , xh−2i } andWi = {w1i , w2i , . . . , wh−1i } and E(H) = {vixji|1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ h− 2} ∪ {xjiwli|1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤
j ≤ h − 2, 1 ≤ l ≤ h − 1} ∪ E(G). Let J = K + (2h − 3)n. We will show that γ (G) ≤ K if and only if γx(k,h)(H) ≤ J .
First assume that D ⊆ V (G) is a γ (G)-set with |D| ≤ K . Let S = ∪ni=1(Xi ∪ Wi) ∪ D. Notice that S dominates each vi by
some vertex in D and the h − 2 vertices of Xi, S dominates each xi by xi and the h − 1 vertices inWi, and S dominates each
wi by wi and the h − 2 vertices in Xi. Thus, since k ≤ h − 1, each vertex in V (H) is dominated at least k times by S. Now
consider each pair of vertices in V (H). Any pair involving an xji is h-dominated since each x
j
i is dominated h times by S. For
w
j
i 6= wpl , |(N[wji] ∪ N[wpl ]) ∩ S| ≥ |Wi ∪ {wji} ∪ {wpl }| = h − 2 + 1 + 1 = h. Notice that each vi is dominated by some
yi ∈ D. Thus, for vi 6= vj, |(N[vi] ∪ N[vj]) ∩ S| ≥ |{yi} ∪ Xi ∪ Xj| = 1 + (h − 2) + (h − 2) = 2h − 3 ≥ h since h ≥ 3. Also
|(N[vi] ∪ N[wpl ]) ∩ S| ≥ |{yi} ∪ {wpl } ∪ Xi| = 1 + 1 + (h − 2) = h. Hence each pair of vertices in V (H) is h-dominated by
S and S is a X(k, h)-set for H . So γx(k,h)(H) ≤ |S| = |D| + (2h − 3)n ≤ K + (2h − 3)n = J . Second assume S ⊆ V (H) is a
γx(k,h)(H)-set with |S| ≤ J . Let D = S−∪ni=1(Xi∪Wi). Since |(N[wji]∪N[wli])∩ S| = |Xi∪{wji}∪{wli}| = (h−2)+1+1 = h
then∪ni=1(Xi∪Wi) ⊆ S. Consider the pair {vi, wji}. Since |N[wji]∩S| = |{wji}∪Xi| = 1+(h−2) = h−1 then vi is dominated
by some yi ∈ S − ∪ni=1(Xi ∪Wi). Thus, D dominates V (G). So γ (G) ≤ |D| = |S| − | ∪ni=1(Xi ∪Wi)| ≤ J − (2h− 3)n = K .
For Case 3, let c1 = 0 and c2 = 1. Given an instance of DOM, a graph G = (V (G), E(G)) where V (G) = {v1, v2, . . . , vn}
and K ∈ Z+, K ≤ |V (G)|, let H = G∪K1 and J = K . Thus, V (H) = V (G)∪{x} and E(H) = E(G). We will show that γ (G) ≤ K
if and only if γx(0,1)(H) ≤ J . First assume that D ⊆ V (G) is a γ (G)-set with |D| ≤ K . Let S = D. Since D is a dominating set
for G then each vi is dominated by S. Hence each pair of vertices in V (H) is 1-dominated by S. Thus, S is a X(0, 1)-set for H .
So γx(0,1)(H) ≤ |S| = |D| ≤ K = J . Second assume S ⊆ V (H) is a γx(0,1)(H)-set with |S| ≤ J . Notice that there can be at
most one vertex u ∈ V (G) ⊆ V (H) that is not dominated by S. If there is such a u then xmust be in S for the pair {u, x} to be
1-dominated by S. Then let D = S − x + u. If there is no such u then let D = S. Thus, in either instance V (G) is dominated
by D. So γ (G) ≤ |D| = |S| ≤ J = K .
For Case 4, let c1 = 0 and c2 = 2. Given an instance of DOM, a graph G = (V (G), E(G)) where V (G) = {v1, v2, . . . , vn}
and K ∈ Z+, K ≤ |V (G)|, construct H as follows: V (H) = ∪ni=1{wi, xi, zi} ∪ V (G) and E(H) = {viwi|1 ≤ i ≤
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n} ∪ {wixi|1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {wizi|1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ E(G). Let J = K + 2n. We will show that γ (G) ≤ K if and only if
γx(0,2)(H) ≤ J . First assume that D ⊆ V (G) is a γ (G)-set with |D| ≤ K . Let S = ∪ni=1{wi, xi} ∪ D. Notice that any pair
of vertices involving a wi or xi is 2-dominated by wi and xi in S. Also for vi 6= vj, |(N[vi] ∪ N[vj]) ∩ S| ≥ |{wi, wj}| = 2
and for zi 6= zj, |(N[zi] ∪ N[zj]) ∩ S| = |{wi, wj}| = 2. Since D ⊆ S then each vi is dominated by some yi ∈ D. So
|(N[vi] ∪ N[zj]) ∩ S| ≥ |{yi, wj}| = 2. Thus, each pair of vertices in V (H) is 2-dominated by S and S is a X(0, 2)-set for H .
So γx(0,2)(H) ≤ |S| = |D| + 2n ≤ K + 2n = J . Second assume S ⊆ V (H) is a γx(0,2)(H)-set with |S| ≤ J . Notice that S must
contain at least two of {wi, xi, zi} for each i. So |S − V (G)| ≥ 2n. If S contains only xi and zi from these three vertices for a
given i then note that S − zi + wi is also a γx(0,2)(H)-set. So we can assume that if exactly two of {wi, xi, zi} are in S then
S∩{wi, xi, zi} = {wi, xi}. Since S is a X(0, 2)-set for H , then there can be at most one vi that is single dominated by S. If there
is such a vi then to 2-dominate {vi, zi} we must have {wi, xi, zi} ⊆ S and note that S − zi + vi is also a γx(0,2)(H)-set. Thus,
we can assume that each vi is dominated by S ∩ V (G). Let D = S ∩ V (G). Thus, D dominates V (G). Since |S − V (G)| ≥ 2n
and |S| ≤ J = K + 2n, then |D| = |S ∩ V (G)| ≤ K . So γ (G) ≤ |D| ≤ K .
For Case 5, let c1 = 1 and c2 = 2. Given an instance of DOM, a graph G = (V (G), E(G)) where V (G) = {v1, v2, . . . , vn}
and K ∈ Z+, K ≤ |V (G)|, constructH as in Case 4 and let J = K+2n. Wewill show that γ (G) ≤ K if and only if γx(1,2)(H) ≤ J .
First assume that D ⊆ V (G) is a γ (G)-set with |D| ≤ K . Let S = ∪ni=1{wi, xi} ∪ D. Clearly each vertex in V (H) is dominated
by S. By the same argument as Case 4, each pair of vertices in V (H) is 2-dominated by S. Thus, S is a X(1, 2)-set for H . So
γx(1,2)(H) ≤ |S| = |D| + 2n ≤ K + 2n = J . Second assume S ⊆ V (H) is a γx(1,2)(H)-set with |S| ≤ J . Notice that S must
contain at least two of {wi, xi, zi} for each i. If {wi, xi, zi} ⊆ S, then vi 6∈ S since if it were then S − zi would be a smaller
X(1, 2)-set for H . If {wi, xi, zi} ⊆ S then S − zi + vi is still a γx(1,2)-set for H . In which case, we can let S = S − zi + vi. Thus,
we can assume that exactly two of {wi, xi, zi} are in S for each i. Hence |S − V (G)| = 2n. By the same argument as Case 4,
we can assume that S ∩ {wi, xi, zi} = {wi, xi}. Notice for {vi, zi} to be 2-dominated by S that vi must be dominated by some
yi ∈ V (G). Let D = S ∩ V (G). Then D dominates V(G). So γ (G) ≤ |D| = |S ∩ V (G)| = |S| − |S − V (G)| ≤ J − 2n = K . 
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